Series T and LT

Gas Valve Conversion Kits
CG072 - Natural Gas (NG) to Propane (LPG)
CG073 - Propane (LPG) to Natural Gas (NG)
Note: Order Orifice Kit Separately

Orifice Kits
CG123—CG125, CG128—CG141 - Part Numbers of Orifice Kits which will depend on BTU’s and Gas Type; please contact SRP Representative
Note: Order Valve Conversion Kit Separately

Baffle Packages
CT045 - 6ft with S/S tab
CT046 - 6ft with Aluminized tab
CT047 - 12ft
CT099 - For “L” Series 100,000 BTU/50’ Model ONLY
CT095 - For 205,000 BTU/50’ Models ONLY

Hangers and Connectors
CR011 - Vent Connector 4”
CR003 - Hanger (Standard for Tubes and Reflectors)
CR010 - Coupling (Aluminized)
CH010 - Turnbuckle
CR025 - Hanger Strap (for Tailpipe)

Reflectors and Parts
CR001 - Reflector 124”
CR002 - End Cap
CR024 - Reflector Bracket and Clip Set w/screws
CR031 - Reflector 62”

Tubing and Components
CT001 - Aluminized Heat Treated Tube 10’ x 4”
CT002 - Hot Rolled Steel Tube 10’ x 4”
CT012 - Aluminized NHT Tube 10’ x 4”
UT002 - Combustion Aluminized Heat Treated Tube 10’ x 4” FLANGED
CT073 - Aluminized Heat Treated Tube 5’ x 4”
CT077 - Hot Rolled Steel Tube 5’ x 4”
CT011 - Vent Terminal Aluminized Assembly 4”
CS006 - Wall Thimble 4”